Cube Cross Hybrid Pro 500
iridium´n´green 2019
Product price:

2 299,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 58cm, 54cm, 62cm, Trapeze 46 cm,
Trapeze 50 cm, Trapeze 54 cm, 50cm
Antrieb: Bosch
Frame: Trekking & Urban

Product description:
Cube Cross Hybrid Pro 500 iridium´n´green 2019
Sometimes you just want a bike that'll do it all, with no fuss. That's what we had in mind when we
built the Cross Hybrid Pro. It's a versatile Bosch e-bike that's confidence-inspiring to ride in the
urban jungle and simply inspiring in the open countryside. Use it for work, for pleasure, for family,
for fun. The high quality, state of the art frame represents the ultimate in riding safety, having
passed all our stringent in-house test procedures. Equipped with Shimano's wide-ranging and
smooth-shifting 10 speed Deore gears, a Suntour suspension fork with lockout for added comfort
and powerful hydraulic disc brakes for safe stopping in any weather, it's the everyday two-wheeled
companion to help you expand your horizons.
With the confidence-inspiring handling that you'd expect from CUBE, it's easy to take the Cross
Hybrid Pro's frame for granted. But there are no shortcuts here, and everything's the way it is for a
reason. For example, the immensely strong gravity cast housing for the battery and motor
contributes to the frame's impressive efficiency as well as reducing weight as much as possible.
Just as important, it positions the Bosch drive unit and battery in exactly the right position for the
best possible handling and performance - and you can even charge the battery without removing it
from the frame. Whether you opt for the trapeze frame or classic men's version, you'll have the
benefit of internal cable routing for clean gear shifts and greatly reduced maintenance. There are
even built-in rack and kickstand mounts for added versatility. We thought of everything, so all you
have to do is jump on and ride.
frame Aluminium Superlite, Comfort, Gravity Casting Bracket, Double Butted, SemiPrestaShop

Integrated Battery
colour iridium´n´green
size Men: 50, 54, 58, 62; Trapeze: 46, 50, 54
fork SR Suntour NEX-E25 HLO, 63mm, Lockout
headset FSA Orbit Z-t-R ECO, Top Zero-Stack 1 1/8" (OD 44mm), Bottom Integrated 1 1/2"
stem CUBE Performance Stem Pro, 31.8mm
handlebar CUBE Rise Trail Bar, 680mm
grips CUBE Performance Grip
rear derailleur Shimano Deore RD-M6000-GS, 10-Speed
shifters Shimano Deore SL-M6000, Rapidfire-Plus
brake system Shimano BR-MT200, Hydr. Disc Brake (180/160)
crankset FSA Metropolis Urban AL-8, 15T, 175mm
cassette Shimano Deore CS-HG500, 11-42T
chain KMC X10-73
rims CUBE ZX20, 36H, Disc
front hub Shimano HB-TX505, QR, Centerlock
rear hub Shimano FH-TX505, QR, Centerlock
tyres Schwalbe Smart Sam, Active, 44x622
pedals CUBE PP MTB
saddle CUBE Active 1.1
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Varioclose, 31.8mm
drive unit Bosch Drive Unit Performance CX (75Nm) Cruise (250Watt)
battery Bosch PowerPack 500
charger Bosch 2A
display Bosch Purion
extras 400Wh Option
weight 21,3 kg
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